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Introduction
Most combustion systems are designed to operate in stable regimes. However, all experimentalists the mean pressure and lead to more serious consequences: the chamber can quench, the ame can ashback and burn part of the injection system. The pressure oscillations can also become large enough to damage the combustor structure or lead to the explosion of the engine. Combustion instabilities (CIs), also called ame dynamics, are an important eld of combustion research. It combines all usual sciences involved in reacting ows (kinetics, transport, uid mechanics, thermodynamics) but also requires the introduction of acoustics, hydrodynamic stability, dynamical systems and control theory. Even though CIs can appear in almost any combustion system, industry is not especially keen on studying them or in recognizing that they can be a problem in their company's engines. The main reason for this is that CIs are the cause of major problems, which are dif cult to master because they occur during the last stages of development and are still dif cult to predict today: having an unstable engine is still similar to catching some kind of disease for companies. Since the adventure of the F1 engine during the Apollo program in the 60s, which cost billions of dollars before a solution was found to mitigate CIs [1] , companies know that CIs are a major industrial risk, for which communication may not be the best solution. CIs have been the hidden and feared problem of many combustion programs, starting with solid and liquid fuel rocket engines in the 50s and continuing more recently in gas turbines, industrial furnaces or even domestic heaters.
Laboratories, on the other hand, have no difculty studying instabilities in canonical cases such as laminar premixed ames and the literature contains a very large amount of research work dedicated to CIs in simple ames [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . When it comes to real engines, 1 the situation is different. Here, CI mechanisms involve not only those found in academic experiments, but also introduce new physics that is usually not studied in laboratories:
• Real ames are turbulent and many of them are swirled and con ned in complex shape chambers. CIs in turbulent swirled ames are now commonly studied in laboratories [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] but usually in simpli ed chambers that do not contain the complexities found in real engines.
• Power density is known to be an important parameter for instabilities: when combustion chambers become smaller or when their power increases, CIs are more prone to appear. This usually occurs for high-pressure systems, which are more dif cult to study in laboratories. The best example is transverse modes in rocket engines [19, 20] , which appear on real systems but are dif cult to trigger in laboratory set-ups, which are scaled down in terms of pressure and power density [21] [22] [23] .
• Most laboratories study instabilities in gaseous ames. Even if research on CIs actually started in the 50s for liquid-fueled systems [24] [25] [26] , studying instabilities in liquid fueled combustors is much more complicated [27, 28] .
• The geometry of the chamber is a rst-order parameter for CIs: in gas turbines, combustion chambers have annular shapes where azimuthal instability modes can develop, something that had never been studied in laboratories until very recent times [29] [30] [31] for obvious cost reasons. Therefore the physics of azimuthal modes was known mainly on the basis of limited experimental observations performed on real full turbines [32] [33] [34] .
• Laboratory burners use single injection systems, which create isolated ames. Gas turbines chambers can have twenty injectors and ames. Rocket chambers feature hundreds of injectors: therefore ame/ ame interactions are dominant in real engines and absent in most laboratory burners.
• Most instability modes studied in laboratories involve longitudinal acoustic modes, which propagate along the ow direction. In real engines, modes can also be transverse, radial or azimuthal. More importantly, modes can be much more numerous than in a laboratory experiment because real con gurations are geometrically complex. An industrial gas turbine can exhibit 30 acoustic eigenmodes between 0 and 250 Hz, many of them having the capacity to become selfexcited [34] . This never happens in laboratory systems, which are much simpler. Being able to recognize which mode appears in such a system becomes signi cantly more complicated than in a laboratory scale experiment, where only a few modes can be found and are easily identi ed by their frequencies.
• Many unstable modes studied in laboratories correspond to situations where entropy waves play a limited role. In chambers terminated by a nozzle or by a stator/rotor stage, entropy waves can be re ected back as acoustic waves into the chamber, creating a new class of CI, called entropy -acoustic modes.
Fluctuations of equivalence ratio are also encountered in many real engines, where they can induce speci c CI modes.
• Finally, simple, well-de ned inlet and outlet conditions (imposed pressure or imposed velocity) can be imposed to control acoustic re ections in laboratory combustors ( Section 4.3 ) . This is different in real engines. Rocket engine destroyed by instability during the early years of the US rocket program (left) and a laboratory burner exhibiting both stable and unstable regimes (right) [38] .
In gas turbines, for example, the chamber is fed by a compressor and blows into a turbine. Determining the impedances of these elements is a daunting task in itself.
This review discusses combustion instabilities appearing in engines. Its objective is to describe modern simulation methods combined with new experiments and theoretical developments for such instabilities. Readers are referred to other reviews for complete descriptions of instability mechanisms [20, [35] [36] [37] . Of course, the presentation builds on fundamental results obtained for CIs in laboratories over the last hundred years but its main goal is to discuss what must be added to these elements when real engines are considered.
Thermoacoustic CIs are due to coupling mechanisms between unsteady combustion and acoustic waves propagating in the chamber and re ecting on its walls, inlets and outlets. 2 The left image of Fig. 1 shows a NASA rocket engine partially destroyed after the engine encountered CI while the right picture displays high-speed views of the ow in a laboratory premixed burner for a stable and an unstable regime [38] : the instability changes the ow drastically, creating mushroom-shaped vortices at a frequency of 530 Hz and a very short and intense turbulent ame that can destroy the chamber in a few minutes. chemistry and unsteady two-phase ow in complex geometries. The scales to capture vary from the laminar ame thickness (less than 0.1 mm) to the acoustic wavelengths (a few meters) and the speeds from ame speeds (less than 1 m/s) to the sound speed (more than 600 m/s in the burnt gases). Computing CIs is more dif cult than computing steady combustion and requires more sophisticated tools because they must capture unsteady phenomena and unstable mechanisms. The intensity of the acoustic eld generated by a ame in the absence of CI is small: the acoustic power created by a combustor is typically less than 10 −8 times the combustor power. Predicting precisely the acoustic eld created by a ame is much more dif cult than simulating the ame itself [39, 40] . Even if such a small conversion factor from mechanical energy to sound leads to a relatively small level of energy contained in the acoustic eld, these acoustic uctuations can have a strong effect on the ames themselves, closing a resonant feedback loop which is dif cult to predict: capturing ame / acoustic coupling to predict self-sustained instabilities is one of the overarching simulation problems in the combustion community.
The basic mechanisms leading to combustion instabilities were identi ed 150 years ago by Lord Rayleigh [41] but they have become real research topics as well as practical dangers for many industrial programs when the power density of combustion chambers has increased suf ciently, rst in rocket [24] and later in jet engines [19, 42, 43] . Studies of combustion instabilities and noise are numerous [24, 26, [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] and started long ago [41] . A ame is not needed to produce such coupling: as shown by Rijke [54, 55] , a heated gauze placed in a tube is enough to produce a "singing" tube caused by the coupling between the acoustic modes of the duct and the unsteady heat released by the gauze [56, 57] .
However, when the heat release is due to a ame, more energy can be transmitted into the acoustic eld and the effects of combustion instabilities are much more dangerous. CIs are also known under other names such as thermoacoustics in ames or combustion dynamics: the Hottel lecture of S. Candel in 2002 [35] provides a precise history of CI research and of methods used to control them. The books of Lieuwen and Yang [36] and Culick [19] describe CI physics in multiple real combustion systems. The objective of the present lecture is not to repeat these excellent reviews but to complement them by discussing important progress achieved in the last 10 years in the eld of CI modeling and simulation. A major revolution in this domain has been the introduction of LES methods for CI computations. LES has become one essential tool to analyze CIs but, as shown in the next sections, it is not suf cient to fully analyze CI: like experiments, LES can tell whether a given combustor will be unstable but it does not tell why this is so and how we can control this instability. To understand why instabilities appear and how to control them, other approaches are needed such as theory and simpli ed simulation tools (linearized Euler equations, for example), which will be discussed in the next sections.
The present paper focuses on gas turbines: they provide excellent examples of CIs that require more studies than laboratory systems because they lead to completely new physics. First, a simple pedagogical model of dump combustor is described to recall classical coupling mechanisms between ames and acoustics and introduce stability criteria ( Section 2.1 ). Simulation methods for CIs are presented in Section 2.2 , before applying them to the speci c case of gas turbine engines in Section 3 , which discusses recent LES and experimental results on annular chambers. The con gurations that will be presented, are typical of gas turbine engines ( Section 3.1 ) and they exhibit azimuthal modes that cannot be observed in usual laboratory set-ups. Recently, theory has been introduced with signi cant success to analyze these modes ( Section 3.2 ). CI control methods in annular chambers have also become a topic in itself, that is discussed in Section 3.3 . After this section, the presentation opens to new topics that are relevant for annular chambers but to other engines as well ( Section 4 ): the coupling between wall heat transfer and CIs ( Section 4.1 ), the recent discovery of intrinsic acoustic modes ( Section 4.2 ), the need to consider impedances to analyze CIs ( Section 4.3 , which is critical for gas turbines), recent results on hydrodynamic stability of swirled ows ( Section 4.4 ) and the existence of ame bifurcations in swirled combustors that can be triggered by CIs ( Section 4.5 ). Finally, the need to introduce UQ (Uncertainty Quanti cation) for CI studies is the topic of Section 4.6 .
Modeling and computing combustion instabilities

A model problem illustrating key features of combustion instabilities
Most CIs are due to a resonance between unsteady combustion processes and acoustic waves propagating in the combustion chamber. The mechanisms leading to an ampli cation of combustion/acoustic processes are best explained by beginning with the simple model problem described in Fig. 2 . Consider a constant cross-section duct where a ame is stabilized at the dump plane separating the injection tube (length l 1 , section S 1 ) and the combustion chamber (length l 2 , section S 2 ).
For low-frequency longitudinal modes, planar acoustic waves propagate both in the injection tube and the chamber so that the uctuating acoustic pressure ( p ′ i ) and velocity ( u ′ i ) signals in these two ducts (numbered i = 1 to 2, x = 0 corresponds to the ame position) are:
where k i = ω/c i is the wave number in duct i, ω the pulsation and c i the sound speed in duct i . To determine the acoustic wave amplitudes A . A simple pedagogical model for combustion instabilities: a laminar ame stabilized at the dump plane separating the injection duct and the combustion chamber. The color eld is the velocity modulus [58] .
to the atmosphere where pressure is constant). At the dump plane where the ame is stabilized, jump conditions from one side of the ame to the other allow to relate pressure and velocity perturbations on both sides of the ame front, assuming that the ame is compact compared to the acoustic wavelength. Through such a compact ame, pressure perturbations are conserved while the unsteady volume ow rate increases because of the total unsteady heat release in the ame ˙ ′ [49, 59, 60] :
where ρ j is the mean density in section j and γ the ratio of speci c heats. A convenient scaling for ˙ ′ is to express it as a function of the chamber inlet velocity uctuations u ′ 1 , as proposed by Crocco [24] who introduced an interaction indeed n (measuring the strength of the ame response) and a time delay τ (measuring the time required by the ame to react to forcing):
so that, assuming harmonic variations for all perturbations f ′ = ˆ f e − jωt , jump conditions become:
Eq. (4) is the heart of most CI models: it allows linking heat release uctuations (due to convective and chemical effects) to a single acoustic velocity at the chamber inlet ( x = 0 ). Once it is accepted, there is no need to solve for any other mechanisms except than acoustics. The whole problem of CI becomes an acoustic problem only, and Eq. (3) together with boundary conditions at the inlet (constant velocity at x = −l 1 , which imposes A 
Eq. (6) is a dispersion relation for ω: the real part of ω is the pulsation of the mode that will occur in a CI oscillation; its imaginary part provides the growth rate. If it is positive, this model predicts that the mode will be linearly ampli ed, leading to CI. Of course, this linear approach cannot predict the amplitude of the limit cycle that might be reached after the mode starts growing, but the previous demonstration shows that the essence of CI can be described in only a few lines. The general solution of Eq. (6) is dif cult to express but an analytical expression is easily obtained in a simpli ed case where the tubes have the same sections and lengths ( S 2 = S 1 and l 2 = l 1 = a ) and the ame induces a negligible heat release so that ρ 2 = ρ 1 and c 2 = c 1 = c . In this case, Ŵ = 1 and the dispersion relation becomes cos 2 (ωa/c ) − sin 2 (ωa/c )(1 + ne jωτ ) = 0 . In the absence of ame ( n = 0 ) the solution of the dispersion equation simply corresponds to the acoustic eigenmodes of a duct of length 2 a : the rst mode is such that k o l = π / 4 . It has a zero growth rate ( ℑ (k o ) = 0 ) and a wave length λ 0 = 2 π /k o = 8 a (four times the total length of the duct 2 a ) explaining why this mode is called the quarter-wave mode. Its period is
If the ame is active and n is non zero but still small, the solution for k can be written as a Taylor expansion around k o so that k = k o + k ′ with:
Since n is small in this approach, the pulsation of the mode ( Re ( k )/ c ) is only weakly affected by the ame effect: the unstable mode frequency remains close to the quarter-wave frequency without active ame. The active ame ( n = 0), however, controls the growth rate of the mode: the combustor will be unstable if ℑ ( k ) > 0, which implies here
where p is an integer. This instability criterion indicates that certain values of the ame delay τ will lead the ame to instability. For the rst mode ( p = 0 ), the delay τ must be larger than the half-period T o of the rst acoustic mode and less than T o :
Even if the assumptions used to derive this stability criterion are crude, this analysis contains all the ingredients of many low-order models used for thermoacoustics:
• It requires all convective and chemistry effects to be modeled as a function of a purely acoustic quantity (which must be either pressure or acoustic velocity). Here the Crocco model was used where the unsteady reaction rate ˙ ′ is expressed as a function of the acoustic velocity at the chamber inlet u
. More sophisticated models may be found in the literature [6, 61, 62] . Most of them assume that ˙ ′ depends on previous values of the reference velocity u ′ 1 (x = 0) . This dependence is usually expressed through a ame transfer function (FTF) F , depending on the pulsation ω:
The FTF can also depend on the amplitude of the oscillation A in which case it is called an FDF (Flame Describing Function) [63] [64] [65] . In many combustors, the fresh gases velocity may not be the only quantity affecting unsteady combustion. The uctuations of equivalence ratio φ at the chamber inlet have been identi ed as another important control parameter [66] [67] [68] so that present expressions for FDF are often written as:
• The previous derivation was performed for the rst acoustic mode (1/4 wave) but other higher-order modes can be ampli ed too. In the model of Fig. 2 , those are the 3/4, 5/4... modes. In most chambers, only the lowest order acoustic modes are expected because the acoustic dissipation increases rapidly with mode order and frequency.
• It leads to a stability criterion that depends on τ (and weakly on n ) in most cases. When k is determined, the mode structures (i.e. the dependence on p ′ and u ′ on spatial coordinates) can be obtained too. As an example, Fig. 3 displays the structure of the rst two modes (1/4 and 3/4 wave).
Classi cation of simulation methods for combustion instabilities
Two main classes of techniques are used to simulate combustion instabilities ( Fig. 4 ) : the rst category; and the only one until the 2000s, is thermoacoustic codes (called TA here) in which ames are not simulated but replaced by their equivalent FTF or FDF [69] [70] [71] [72] . The mean ow is frozen and solutions are sought for the linearized perturbations. The toy model of Fig. 2 is an example of such an approach in a one-dimensional case. More sophisticated methods can be developed in three dimensions, in time or Fourier space but they all share the same basic idea: avoiding the complexity of ow and chemistry by lumping all their effects into some form of FDF.
FTFs and FDFs required for TA modes can be obtained analytically in simple cases [9, 40, 73] , or experimentally [64, 74] . To complement these approaches, a second class of methods was introduced around 2000 to compute explicitly the ame dynamics, using full LES of the forced reacting ow [14, 75, 76] . This is more expensive and it raises various dif culties to handle acoustic boundary conditions, chemistry, turbulence... LES can be used for CI studies in two modes: brute force LES consists in setting a computational domain as large as possible (e.g. accounting for all geometrical parts of the engine), matching all boundary conditions (including impedances at exits and inlets) and letting the LES solver compute the self-excited instabilities of the combustor. The second method (called forced open-loop LES) uses LES only to compute the FTFs of a given ame and provide this information as input data for TA codes. Both approaches will be used in the present review.
Azimuthal modes in gas turbines
While laboratory studies have been mostly limited to cylindrical or parallepipedic combustion chambers fed by a single burner, real systems such as gas turbines use annular geometries for combustion and feed them with multiple burners ( N = 10 to 24). From a thermoacoustic point of view, this introduces two new types of physics:
• Since the combustion chamber is an annulus, azimuthal acoustic modes due to acoustic waves traveling along the two azimuthal directions (clockwise (CW) and anticlockwise (ACW)) can become unstable.
• Instead of considering the response of a single burner to longitudinal acoustic modes, annular chambers require to understand how N burners can couple with the acoustic eld.
Since the perimeter of most annular chambers is of the same order as their length, azimuthal and longitudinal modes develop in similar frequency ranges [34, 36, 59, 71] : being able to distinguish these modes by looking at their frequencies only is impossible. A second speci city of azimuthal modes is their nature: the acoustic waves developing in the annular chamber can be standing (with certain burners being submitted to zero pressure uctuations at nodes while others located near antinodes experience large pressure oscillations) or turning (in which case, all burners in the chamber see the same pressure uctuation levels). This has been recognized and discussed in many past studies since the works of companies like Siemens [34] or Alstom [77] , who showed that both spinning and standing azimuthal modes were observed in an annular gas turbine. In 2002, Krebs et al. [34] showed experimentally that the modes identi ed in a real gas turbine were sometimes turning, sometimes standing and could transition from one state to another for the same operating point.
Even if the question of the mode structure (standing vs turning) is an exciting one from the point of view of stability and chaos theories, the practical question is more to know how to eliminate these modes rather than to understand them. In the 1990s, active control was shown to be an effective way to control unstable modes in combustion chambers [78] [79] [80] , including annular chambers [81] . However, the cost and the certi cation dif culties have shown that it was more interesting to build combustors that would be stable by design rather than trying to control them with active systems. The next sections describe some of the recent theories in this direction. These efforts include LES but also new experiments and theory.
Azimuthal instability modes in annular chambers
Five years ago, the development of powerful LES techniques for reacting ows [14, 76, 82, 83] applied to full annular combustors [84, 85] con rmed that azimuthal modes could change nature randomly, evolving from spinning to standing structure at random instants. Fig. 5 displays an example of annular geometry (only one sector with one burner is shown for clarity) and instantaneous pressure and velocity elds for an unstable helicopter engine con guration. The pressure eld is turning, modifying combustion in each sector and feeding the instability mechanism.
Interestingly, LES showed right away that the mode nature was changing with time: in the same LES, without any parameter change, the mode would alternate between standing and turning characteristics. After LES revealed that azimuthal modes could be captured numerically, new experiments were also developed [30, 86] , con rming LES results and showing that azimuthal modes could be reproduced in a laboratory environment and that they were indeed intermittent and switching from one type to another. Fig. 6 shows the experimental con guration of Cambridge [30, 87] (left image) and an example of structure analysis (right image). This analysis uses multiple microphones located along the azimuthal direction to measure the acoustic waves amplitudes turning clock wise (called A −) and anticlockwise ( A + ). When one of these two waves dominate the other, the mode is turning. When the two waves have similar amplitudes, the mode is standing. The scatter plot of Fig. 6 reveals a wide distribution of the proba- Fig. 5 . LES of the rst azimuthal unstable mode in an helicopter engine [84, 85] . Left: geometry of a single sector. Right: two snapshots of pressure on a cylinder passing through the burner axis and isosurfaces of temperature colored by axial velocity. Fig. 6 . Cambridge annular chamber [87, 92] . Left and center: con guration. Right: joint pdf of mode state in terms of clockwise and anticlockwise wave amplitudes. Fig. 7 . EM2C annular chamber [31, 93] . Left: con guration. Right: slanted mode visualization. In the foreground (burner 13), ames are stuck on the grids. In the back (burner 5), the ames are blown off at the periphery of the grids. bility density function of the chamber state dened by (A −, A +) doublets. Various theories have been proposed to understand this type of results [77, [88] [89] [90] [91] but the issue is still open.
Experiments rapidly raised additional questions: for example, triggering azimuthal modes proved to be dif cult because longitudinal modes would often grow faster than azimuthal modes. Furthermore, unexpected factors such as the respective lengths of the chamber inner and outer tubes seemed to control the existence of azimuthal modes.
Spinning and standing modes were not the only modes that were discovered experimentally. A 'slanted' mode was reported by the EM2C group [31] in an annular chamber fed by matrix grids. This mode at 450 Hz is a combination of two modes with coinciding frequencies, the rst one being a standing azimuthal mode and the second one, an axial mode. Half of the ames (foreground of Fig. 7 ) are oscillating in a limited way and remain stuck to the matrix injection systems while the other side (background of Fig. 7 ) are more unstable and lift from the matrix: burners like number 5 or 13, for example, exhibit very different mean ame shapes. No analytical method or simulation has been able to predict this mode for the moment.
Studying azimuthal modes in annular chambers requires to investigate a new generic problem: the response of ames to transverse velocity uctuations. Indeed, these modes create oscillating velocities that are normal to the ow (unlike usual longitudinal modes). Such a transverse forcing can actually be created in laboratory experiments that are similar to the ones used for FTF of ames submitted to longitudinal waves, except that, for transverse forcing, waves are produced by lateral loudspeakers to induce velocity uctuations normally to the ow axis [20, [94] [95] [96] [97] . These set-ups demonstrate that the ame response depends on the nature of the ame position in terms of acoustic eld. If the ame is located near a pressure antinode, it will sense mainly axial ow rate oscillations and its response will be similar to the one obtained though axial forcing. If the ame sits at a velocity antinode, it will be submitted to strong transverse movements, which have a limited effect on the unsteady heat release when ames do not interact (since the ame is only oscillating around it mean position). Neighboring ames interaction (something that cannot be studied with the experiments of Lespinasse et al. [94, 98] or of O'Connor et al. [95] ) might lead to stronger pulsations of heat release and can be studied only in full 360 degree combustors [30] .
Analytical methods for azimuthal instability modes
A major limitation of both experimental and LES studies in this eld is cost. A second one is that even if they allow us to capture azimuthal modes, they do not provide information on mechanisms and on possible control strategies. Therefore, simpler tools (TA class of Fig. 4 ) are needed to explore azimuthal CIs basic nature and this has to be done in idealized con gurations. Such tools can be built using network approaches and fully analytical methods [20, 53, 99, 100] . Recently, analytical studies have progressed in two directions: 1) Linear theories are based on network models [99] [100] [101] [102] . The acoustic-ame behavior is assumed linear and modeled by a Flame Transfer Function (FTF) while major features of the con guration are retained such as complex burners, including an annular plenum and a chamber, taking into account a mean azimuthal ow etc. These studies can determine the stability of the con guration but also predict linear effects on mode structure. 2) Nonlinear approaches usually based on Galerkin methods [77, 91] , where the con guration is reduced to a simple annulus with zero or an in nite number of burners and no plenum, but the acousticame behavior can be more complicated and integrate non-linear effects using a Flame Describing Function (FDF), allowing the investigation of limit cycles.
As an example of the power of analytical tools, the ATACAMAC approach [99, 101] is described here. ATACAMAC describes acoustic waves propagation in an annular chamber as a network of one-dimensional ducts where ames create jump conditions for velocities. It is a direct extension of the model of Section 2.1 : here, N burners (instead of a single one for Section 2.1 ) feed a 1D annular chamber ( Fig. 8 ) . In the chamber, between two burners, simple acoustic propagation takes place with two co-and counter-rotating waves. At the junctions between chamber and burner, jump conditions can be written. The length and section of the i th burner are noted L i and S i while the perimeter and the cross-section of the annular chamber are 2 L c = 2 π R c and S c respectively. Points in the burners are located using the axial coordinate z where z = 0 designates the upstream end and z = L i the burner/chamber junction. The i th compact ame location is given by the normalized abscissa α = z f ,i /L i . An impedance Z is imposed at the upstream end of each burner ( z = 0 ). Subscript c corresponds to the chambers and subscript u to the unburnt gases upstream of the ame in the burners. Unsteady combustion is modeled using an FTF for each ame: in each burner, the unsteady heat release depends linearly on the acoustic velocity upstream of the ame in the corresponding burner ( Eq. (4) ).
For small values of n , a fully analytical solution can be obtained for the eigenmodes by a Taylor expansion around the mode that exists in the absence of active ame ( n i = 0 ). Theory shows rst that the single most important parameter controlling stability is the set of the N coupling parameters Ŵ i given by:
where k u = The expression of the frequencies of the two rst azimuthal modes (clockwise and anticlock- wise) is:
( + S 0 ) and
where two quantities only control the frequencies ( ℜ ( f CW ) and ℜ ( f ACW )) and growth rates ( ℑ ( f CW ) and ℑ ( f ACW )) of the two azimuthal modes:
• the coupling strength , which is the sum of all coupling parameters:
The coupling strength does not depend on the pattern used to distribute burners along the azimuthal direction.
• the splitting strength S 0 , which determines the frequency split between the two modes f CW and f ACW . It is a function of the coupling parameters Ŵ i of the N burners and (unlike ) of the pattern used to distribute burners along the azimuthal direction:
where
kπ i/N is the k th Fourier coef cient of the coupling factor associated with the azimuthal distribution Ŵ 0 and p is the mode order (usually only the rst azimuthal mode p = 1 is observed). If all burners are identical, the splitting strength S 0 is 0, and the two azimuthal modes have identical frequencies and growth rates.
Eqs. (12) -( (14) ) can then be used to analyze the stability of any annular chamber as soon as its dimensions, temperatures and FTFs are known. The next section provides an example of application of these equations to passive control using symmetry breaking.
Passive control of azimuthal instability modes using symmetry breaking
One attractive method to mitigate azimuthal combustion instabilities is to avoid using burners that are identical [33] . This is also called symmetry breaking. It is a well known method to avoid instabilities in many systems (one of the reasons for not having army walking over a bridge at the same pace in the eld of structural mechanics). For an annular chamber, this means using burners that have different n i 's and τ i 's. There is clearly a wide range of choices if one tries to have 'different' burner types in the same engine. For the moment, most tests have been performed using only two different burner types: Siemens engines, for example, sometimes have two types of burners in the same machine. Moeck et al [57] demonstrated active control in an annular chamber where ames were replaced by electrically driven heating grids and showed that they could damp azimuthal modes by breaking symmetries (in this case, this meant using different electrical power in each sector).
To elucidate how symmetry breaking affects azimuthal modes, LES or 3D TA codes are not the best tools: a guide is needed to understand the physics before trying to simulate these mechanisms in details. Here Eqs. (12) - ( 14 ) provide a good example of the power of analytical approaches. The frequency of the clockwise mode ( Eq. (12) 
, which is the frequency of the rst azimuthal mode in the chamber without active ames. The effect of the active ames is explicitly revealed in the following correction term + S 0 : active ames act collectively to increase the coupling strength independently of their positions. However, if burn- ers are different, their distribution along θ matters and is measured by the splitting strength S 0 . Eq. (12) also provides a remarkable result: it shows that splitting modes (increasing the splitting strength S 0 ) is usually detrimental for stability. The imaginary parts of f CW and f ACW (the growth rates of the two modes) are modi ed by the imaginary part of the splitting strength S 0 in opposite ways: if one of them becomes more stable, the other one becomes more unstable. This has been observed in other studies for annular chambers [57, 103] but also in other elds of physics [104, 105] . Therefore, it may be safer to try to mitigate azimuthal modes by changing the coupling strength rather than the splitting strength [103] .
If only two burner types are used (with coupling factors Ŵ 1 and Ŵ 2 ), this analysis can be extended because the expression of S 0 becomes:
Burner difference (15) where the reduced splitting strength S 0 depends only on K, called a splitting pattern factor and on ( Ŵ 1 − Ŵ 2 ), which is xed by the difference between the two burner types coupling factors. Eq. (15) allows us to predict whether modes will split or not, and whether the resulting modes will be stable or not. It also provides a guide to place burners along the circumferential direction, in order to maximize damping or avoid splitting. For example, the distribution of four Type 2 burners with 20 Type 1 burners in a 24 sector machine can be done in many ways ( Fig. 9 ) : if the four burners of type 2 are grouped two by two, the only parameter controlling the pattern is the angle between the two groups of type 2 burners. Eq. (15) gives the value of the splitting pattern factor K and shows that certain patterns (like those obtained for = 75
• or 255 °) lead to a system where symmetry is broken but the mode still is degenerate ( K = 0 ). On the contrary, some patterns like = 165
• , where the two pairs of burners are located on opposite sides of the chamber, maximize the splitting strength and will promote instability.
Recent progress on mechanisms controlling instabilities
The last 10 years have revealed that multiple mechanisms had to be taken into account to analyze instabilities in real engines. The following sections present recent results on the effects on CI of wall temperatures ( Section 4.1 ), on the existence of intrinsic CI mode that are not controlled by the eigenmode of the chamber ( Section 4.2 ), on the importance and determination of impedances ( Section 4.3 ), on hydrodynamic stability results ( Section 4.4 ) and on the links between bifurcations and CIs ( Section 4.5 ).
The effects of wall temperatures
The temperatures of a combustor's wall can modify thermoacoustic instabilities in different ways:
• Walls cool down the burnt gases, decreasing their temperature and therefore the local sound speed. As a consequence, the eigenmodes of the chamber can change and their stability too. Adiabatic and non-adiabatic con gurations exhibit different stability regions: this is easily observed in simulations where changing the wall heat transfer condition from adiabatic to isothermal is suf cient to trigger or damp modes [106, 107] . This is a rather obvious effect due to changes in sound speeds and ame shapes which will not be discussed here.
• Heat losses in the zones that are critical for ame stabilization play a more interesting role. Since these regions ( ame holders for example) control the ame roots, they Fig. 10 . Demonstrating the effects of ame holder temperature on the stability of a laminar premixed Bunsen ame [113] . Left: a Bunsen ame stabilized on a water-cooled slot. Right: evolution of pressure oscillations and slot wall temperature versus time. The cooling system is started at t = 490 s.
also affect its response to perturbations [73] . This point is discussed here because it is often ignored in simulation tools ( Fig. 4 ) even though recent studies prove that it can be a critical issue.
It is well-known that heat losses introduced by ame-holders or by walls close to the stabilization zone of ames induce strong changes on the ame topology even in the absence of any instability [37, 108] . For porous burners, the whole stabilization process and the ame response to unstable perturbations is controlled by heat losses to the porous plate [109] [110] [111] . Even for usual Bunsen burners, the temperature of the lateral walls [8, 112] plays a major role on ame stabilization. Therefore, it is not surprising that instabilities are also affected by the temperature eld of the solid on which a ame is anchored: an example of wall temperature effects on combustion instabilities was given by Mejia et al. [113] who showed that the selfexcited mode of a laminar premixed ame stabilized on a slot was directly controlled by the slot wall temperature. This metal temperature was controlled by liquid cooling and measured by a thermocouple. When the experiment is ignited, walls are cold and the instability begins right away at a high level (110 dB). The wall temperature increases slowly and when it does, the pressure oscillations decrease. After 300 s, the walls are warm (close to 120 °C) and the instability has completely disappeared. At 490 s, the liquid cooling system is activated: the wall temperature goes down again and the instability goes back to its initial level. This demonstrates that the temperature of the wall plays a strong role in the determination of the stability characteristics of this ame.
Why the ame-holder temperature changes the stability of a combustor is not discussed often. In most models, the ame-holders are supposed to be adiabatic and the ame is anchored on the ame holder itself. This allows a theoretical analysis of the ame response to forcing using G-equation formulations as proposed by Boyer and Quinard [114] and by others [115] . In these rst approaches, the ame front was supposed to be perfectly anchored to the ame holder and unable to move. The rst authors who mentioned that the point where the ame is stabilized (the ame root) also moves and can affect the ame FTF, were Lee and Lieuwen [116] who proposed to separate the dynamics and therefore the FTF of an anchored ame into two contributions:
• ame front contribution (the movements of the ame when it is perturbed: this is an essentially kinematic mechanism that can be predicted with tools such as the G -equation) • ame root contribution (the movements of the point where the ame anchors when it is perturbed, which requires to solve the nearwall region where the ame touches the wall).
While the rst contribution has been studied by many authors, the second contribution due to ame root movements remains the weak part of this approach because it required solving for the temperature eld in both gas and solid. Following the analysis of Rook et al. [117] (for at ames), Cuquel et al. [9] derived a full model for anchored ames accounting for both ame root and ame front dynamics. Fig. 11 illustrates these two mechanisms and shows how the stand-off distance between ame holder and ame root was estimated experimentally by Mejia et al. [113] from a direct view of light emission in a slot stabilized premixed ame. When the ame is submitted to acoustic uctuations (for example to estimate its FTF), perturbations propagate along the ame front ( ame front contribution) but the ame root moves too ( ame root contribution). The movement of the ame during an oscillation cycle is displayed in Fig. 12 (left) while the movement of the ame root (marked by a cross) is displayed in Fig. 12 right. Mejia et al. [113] showed that accounting for the ame root dynamics allowed to explain the effects of the wall temperature on the ame stability: it Fig. 11 . Left: the two mechanisms contributing to the FTF of an inverted V-ame stabilized on a slot (from [9, 113] ). Right: visualization of the stand-off distance between ame holder and ame root [113] . modi es the FTF suf ciently to transform a stable into an unstable ame (and vice versa) and explains the observations of Fig. 10 . 
Intrinsic acoustic modes
The general picture used to study and mitigate combustion instabilities today ( Fig. 13 ) links oscillations of heat release with acoustic eigenmodes of the combustion chamber as introduced for the model of Fig. 2 . These eigenmodes are due (for longitudinal oscillations) to acoustic re ections at the inlet and outlet characterized by their respective re ection coef cients R 1 and R 2 . This view has many direct implications for the analysis of instabilities:
• When a combustor is unstable, the usual procedure is to compute the acoustic modes of the chamber and check whether the frequency of the instability matches one of the eigenmodes frequencies.
• To stabilize the mode, increasing acoustic losses at inlet and outlet is the usual route: diminishing R 1 and R 2 is supposed to diminish the growth rate of the modes by increasing losses.
In 2014, the TU Munich and the Eindhoven groups [118, 119] indicated that another mechanism may be found in ames: intrinsic thermoacoustic (ITA) modes. The theory for ITA modes is simple and starts from the following question: what would happen in the ame of Fig. 2 if both extremities would be perfectly anechoic ( Fig. 13 ) ? According to the classical paradigm for CI, such a system would have no acoustic eigenmode and a maximum level of acoustic loss: any perturbation created by the ame and propagating toward inlet or outlet would simply leave, thereby eliminating possible resonances with the ame. Therefore the two acoustic waves A 
so that:
where Ŵ =
and the general expression θ F ( ω) has been used to replace ne j ωτ in the Crocco equation. The θ factor ( θ = T 2 /T 1 − 1 ) corresponds to the low-frequency value of the FTF and provides a proper scaling for F ( ω). Eq. (18) has a solution when:
where θ =
The solutions of Eq. (19) are a set of modes of pulsation ω that must satisfy:
When the usual Crocco expression is used for the FTF F ( ω ): θ F (ω ) = ne jωτ , Eq. (20) has an explicit solution:
where q ( q ≥ 1) is an integer giving the mode order. The rst ITA mode ( q = 1 ) has a real pulsation ω r = π τ and a period T = 2 τ . It is ampli ed if ω i is positive which is the case when n ≥ n c = 1+Ŵ Ŵ or, in terms of the modulus of the FTF F ( ω):
This rst ITA mode is very different from usual thermoacoustic modes:
• Its stability is not controlled by the time delay τ (as it was for the toy model: see Eq. (8) ) but rather by the FTF gain n , i.e. by the strength of the ame response to acoustic perturbation.
• Its period T is not linked to any acoustic period of the combustor (that has no eigenfrequency in any case because it is terminated by anechoic sections on both sides). T is simply equal to two times the ame delay τ .
ITA modes have two additional properties: (1) they react to changes in boundary conditions differently from usual thermoacoustic modes and (2) they can interact with usual thermoacoustic modes. For example, adding acoustic dissipation at inlet and outlet in a burner can make ITA modes more unstable, a property that is totally unexpected for classical acoustic modes. Hoeijmakers et al. [118] show for example a map of the modes location in the ( ω i , ω r ) plane for a toy model similar to Fig. 2 . They use two cases: on the left of Fig. 14 , for a case where the ITA mode is stable ( F ≤ F c ), there is an unstable standing mode when R 1 = 1 and R 2 = −1 . When the re ection coef cients of inlet and/or outlet decrease, this mode becomes more stable and when R 1 = R 2 = 0 , the system reaches the condition where the ITA mode may appear. Since the mode is stable, it does not appear and the system behaves as expected: making the inlet and outlet anechoic drives the system to stability. On the other hand, if the ITA mode is unstable ( F ≥ F c , right image in Fig. 14 ) , the standing mode that is unstable when R 1 = 1 and R 2 = −1 becomes an unstable ITA mode when R 1 and R 2 vanish. In this situation, making inlet and outlet anechoic does not stabilize the system: it transforms the initially unstable standing mode into an unstable ITA mode.
The ITA instability criterion F ≥ F c = 1+Ŵ θŴ can be explicited for a perfect gas with constant molecular weight where Ŵ =
In most ames the maximum values of the FTF gain F are known and are of order unity. ITA modes will appear if the critical threshold F c becomes less than F . Eq. (22) shows that the ITA critical threshold F c goes down when the section ratio between inlet duct and combustion chamber goes down ( S 2 / S 1 decreasing) or when the temperature ratio goes up ( T 2 / T 1 increasing): intense ames in chambers with small section changes (strong connement) should be more prone to intrinsic instabilities. This may explain why ITA instabilities have not been observed very often up to now: they are triggered when the power per unit volume goes up (high values of T 2 / T 1 ) or when the chambers volume diminishes. Since both effects are sought in future engines, ITA might appear in real engines soon. Their study and control will require to think differently compared to today's state of the art: for example, ITA modes will respond in unexpected ways to increased acoustic losses that will make ITA modes even more unstable. A whole eld of research is probably opening up in this domain.
The exact mechanisms that trigger the unstable loop of ITA modes without feeding the acoustic chamber modes are not fully clear yet. Courtine et al. [58] used DNS of ITA modes in a laminar ame similar to Fig. 2 . They studied various connements ( S 2 / S 1 from 1.5 to 6) and showed that, as expected, the smallest con nement ratios lead to unstable ITA modes. Fig. 15 shows the pressure and velocity uctuations (modulus and phase) obtained by theory (solid lines) and by DNS. The structure of the rst ITA mode can be obtained by injecting the ω expression ( Eq. (21) ) into Eq. (1) leading to:
for modulus and:
for phases.
The agreement between theory ( Eq. (23) ) and DNS is very good and con rms the expected nature of the mode. Only acoustic propagation is observed downstream or upstream of the ame zone: the phase unwraps at the sound speeds on both sides of the ame and the unsteady pressure is the same everywhere, showing that the ame is the acoustic source and that waves propagate from the ame zone without any re ection. No node is observed anywhere. The jump in unsteady velocity between the cold and the burnt gases
is also well captured even if hydrodynamic mechanisms in the ame zone induce unsteady velocities that cannot be captured by theory.
The mechanisms controlling ITA modes are obviously present in the DNS but they also are contained in the FTF formulation used for theory. The FTF assumes velocity-sensitive ames: the ame is modi ed when the inlet velocity of the chamber is changing. For ITA modes, this concept becomes a little bit more dif cult to understand because there is no downstream acoustic wave entering the burner of Fig. 2 through the inlet which is anechoic. Still, the ame oscillate. This point has been discussed in the literature and is still an open question [58, 119, 120] .
Independently of the FTF formulation necessary to capture ITA modes, the mechanisms controlling the mode can be isolated from the DNS. Fig. 16 displays four snapshots of the ow during one unstable cycle (left) and the time evolution of chamber pressure, reference point velocity (in inlet duct) and total heat release. All time signals are strongly non linear, even pressure, something unusual in most usual thermoacoustic instability. The chamber pressure and the reference point velocity are perfectly out of phase as expected from Crocco's relation Eq. (4) when the period of the mode is twice the ame delay τ . Since the chamber pressure and the reference velocity are also out of phase ( Fig. 15 ) , the heat release and the chamber pressure are in phase as expected from the Rayleigh criterion. The left part of Fig. 16 shows that the cycle begins when a vortical perturbation (visualized by the Q criterion [121] ) is initiated at the corners of the dump plane (instant t 1 ). This vortical perturbation travels along the ame front and increases its surface (time t 2 ). At instant t 3 , the ame reaches its maximum length and heat release is maximum too.
At this time the velocity in the inlet duct is minimum and the ame has to retract very rapidly toward the dump plane by the usual ame restoration mechanism. This creates an acoustic wave propagating upstream and impinging on the corner. At this instant (time t 4 ), mode conversion takes place at the corner, transforming the acoustic wave into a new vortical wave and closing the cycle. Mode conversion [122] is an important part of the unstable loop: it transforms acoustic waves into vorticity at the corners of the dump plane. All mechanisms take place between the dump plane and the extreme position of the ame: downstream convection of the vortical wave created by mode conversion at the dump plane followed by a fast acoustic propagation leading to a new mode conversion. No acoustic reection from the chamber inlet or outlet is involved: this was also veri ed by Courtine [58] by performing the same simulation in a chamber where the lengths of inlet and combustion chamber were multiplied by two, leading to exactly the same mode.
Most studies on ITA modes have been theoretical [119] or numerical [58] but up to now, experimental work has been limited to the PhD work of Hoeijmakers in Eindhoven. To construct a setup exhibiting an ITA mode, the dif culty is that inlet and outlet must both be as anechoic as possible to ensure that R 1 = R 2 = 0 . This can be obtained by installing horns on inlet and outlet ducts but doing so perfectly is arduous especially on the exhaust side where hot gases leave the chamber and a heat exchanger is required to protect the exhaust duct. Fig. 17 shows the experiment of Hoeijmakers, including a large horn at the ow inlet and a set of laminar premixed ames in the chamber. ITA modes renew the classical view of thermoacoustic modes in a combustion chamber when only one loop was present : the ame creates noise which is re ected back to the ame. This classical interpretation ignores ITA modes which are due to a resonant loop within the ame zone itself: in practice, thermoacoustics in a combustion chamber involves two different loops, one associated to the ame itself, controlled by the FTF, and another one controlled by the geometry of the combustor, in particular its inlet/outlet re ection coefcients. ITA modes (observed for zero re ection coef cients) and cavity modes (observed without active ame) are decoupled. However, as soon as these two loops start interacting (with non-null reection coef cients and an active ame), they perturb both cavity modes and ITA modes, making them potentially unstable. Perturbed cavity modes are the classical thermoacoustic modes, while perturbed ITA modes are still to be studied. How these two types of modes interact in a real con guration is an open topic today.
Impedances
As suggested by the analysis of Section 2.1 , all combustion instabilities are controlled by the acoustic behavior of the inlet and outlet of the combustion chamber: the impedances (or the reection coef cients) at the chamber extremities affect directly the frequency and the growth rates of all modes. The notion of impedance is the simplest approach (in the linear regime) to characterize wave transmission and re ection at a given section (usually at the inlet and outlet of the combustion chamber). The effect of all parts located downstream of this section are lumped in an impedance Z de ned by:
Impedances are complex numbers varying with frequency. They can also be expressed in terms of re ection coef cients R : at an outlet, using the notations of Eq. (1) , the re ection coef cient R measures the ratio of the acoustic wave entering the domain A − to the wave leaving it, A + . Re ection coef cients depend on a given axis orientation (to decide which wave is the incident and which one is the re ected one): for example, if R is de ned as A − /A + , Z is simply given by: R = (Z + 1) / (Z − 1) . Knowing Z or R (as a function of frequency) at the inlet or outlet of a combustion chamber is sufcient to study its stability in the linear domain. For longitudinal waves, Z fully describes all relevant mechanisms taking place outside of the chamber.
The need to integrate impedances into any analysis of combustion instabilities has many implications:
• The stability of an isolated combustion chamber has no real meaning: the stability of a chamber depends on its own characteristics but also on the impedances imposed on all its inlets and outlets. The same chamber tested in a given bench will behave in a different way when installed on the real engine for example. This explains why studying instabilities can become complicated: extracting a chamber from an unstable engine to study it in the laboratory (with different impedances) will lead to different results. Vice versa, struggling to stabilize a chamber on a laboratory bench might be detrimental to the stability of the real engine.
• The only meaningful approach to combustion instabilities is therefore to integrate the impedances of inlets and outlets into the analysis, considering them as input data controlling stability like equivalence ratio, total ow rate or geometry. Here combustion systems can be split into two categories: (1) systems where impedances are known or can be determined reasonably well and (2) systems where impedances are very dif cult to evaluate, for example gas turbines where the inlet Table 1 Impedances ( Z ) of one-dimensional ducts.
Case
Con guration Boundary Impedance 
The impedances of laboratory rigs
Inlets and outlets ducts in laboratory experiments used for CIs studies are normally designed to provide simple impedances ( Tab. 1 ). Outlets for example often correspond to a duct terminating into open atmosphere (case 3 in Tab. 1 ). A few other cases are relevant for combustion chambers installed in laboratories. Motheau et al. [123, 124] showed that a choked nozzle at the inlet of a chamber (Case 5) imposes a constant inlet velocity ( u ′ = 0 ). When the chamber is terminated by a choked nozzle, the simplest acoustic approximation [125] is to replace it by a wall (Case 6). This low-frequency evaluation can be replaced by more sophisticated approaches when the nozzle cannot be considered as compact compared to the acoustic wavelength [126, 127] .
In real engines, Tab. 1 is rarely useful and more complex impedances are required. In a gas turbine, the only simple case is a choked chamber outlet which can be approximated by u ′ = 0 to rst order (Case 6). In a rocket engine, terminated by a large nozzle, this may also be an acceptable approximation.
For CIs, knowing impedances is critical but manipulating inlet and outlet impedances can also be useful: modifying impedances on any side of combustion chamber is a well-known method to mitigate combustion instabilities in academic systems. Active control as developed in the 80s can be viewed as such a technique [78, 128, 129] . Passive systems can also be added, for example at the chamber inlet, to control its impedance [130, 131] either to damp a given CI mode or to reinforce it ( Fig. 18 ) . These studies con rm the importance of inlet and outlet impedances to predict CIs. This is a major dif culty in real systems as shown in the next section.
The impedances of compressors and turbines
In gas turbines, the presence of a compressor and a turbine raises a new and unexpected dif culty to predict CIs. The impedances of these turbomachinery systems control the acoustic modes of the whole system and are required to predict CIs but unfortunately they are usually unknown and difcult to measure. Only turbine companies and a few laboratories in the world can build benches where the impedance of a compressor or of a turbine can be measured with precision. In addition, compressors and turbines are not passive acoustic elements: they can inject unsteady energy into the chamber on a number of frequencies, thereby exciting the combustion process itself.
The question of turbomachinery impedances needed to study CIs has many common aspects with the problem of combustion noise [132, 133] and especially of noise transmission and generation through turbine stages [126, [134] [135] [136] [137] [138] [139] [140] . This problem has been studied in details over the last 10 years as combustion noise has progressively become a signi cant part of the overall noise of aircraft and helicopters because the other sources of noise (jet noise, fan noise) have decreased. To predict combustion noise ( Fig. 19 ) , it is necessary to build a model describing how much acoustic energy is transported from the chamber to the atmosphere through the turbine stages. This task is almost the same as predicting how much of this Fig. 18 . Examples of systems to adjust inlet impedances: left, a variable length inlet duct used by Cosic et al. [131] to force transverse modes; right: a perforated plate with adjustable bias ow by Tran et al. [130] to inhibit modes. Fig. 19 . A combustion chamber in a gas turbine with impedances on inlet (compressor) and outlet (turbine). energy is actually re ected back into the chamber, an information directly linked to the impedance needed for CI studies.
The calculation of impedances of turbine (or of compressors using the same methodology) can be performed with various levels of complexity. The impedance of a nozzle can be computed using compact theories [138, 141] (where the wavelength of the acoustic waves is supposed to be large compared to the nozzle axial dimension) or, more recently, new analytical theories [126, 127] that provide nozzle impedances at all frequencies corresponding to longitudinal modes. A simple area contraction however is a poor model for what is taking place in a real turbine stage where strong ow deviations are created by vanes. Moreover, all rotor stages also introduce enthalpy jumps. Cumpsty and Marble [134, 142] were the rst to propose models to describe the impedances of stator stages in the low-frequency limit ('disk actuator' theory). These studies were motivated by indirect noise, a mechanism that transforms hot spots (generated within the chamber: A s in Fig. 20 ) into acoustic noise ( A + 2 ) when the entropy waves are accelerated within the turbine stages. To describe how entropy and acoustic waves interact and propagate within turbo machinery stages, the disk actuator theory assumes that the stage is compact: jump conditions, rigorously valid at zero frequencies, are used to link incident and transmitted waves. By assembling jump conditions for rotor and stator stages, the impedance of a full turbine or of a compressor can be obtained [143, 144] .
Entropy-acoustic modes
The transmission of entropy waves through turbine stages creates indirect noise that is propagated downstream. During the same process, the entropy waves also induce acoustic waves that are re ected back into the chamber and create a new class of CI: entropy-acoustic modes. For these modes, re ected acoustic waves ( A − 1 in Fig. 20 ) propagate back into the combustion chamber and generate CIs that are not captured by usual thermoacoustic analysis because the acoustic eld is not fed by unsteady reaction rate (as supposed in Crocco's Fig. 21 . A mixed mode cycle (four instants separated by π /2) in an aircraft chamber terminated by a nozzle [124] . Left: pressure uctuations. Right: temperature uctuations. model, Eq. (4) ) but by the acoustic re ection of entropy waves hitting the turbine. This mechanism, sometimes called mixed entropy-acoustic mode [145] [146] [147] , is speci c to chambers terminated by area restrictions: academic chambers terminated by a nozzle as well as real gas turbines chambers feeding turbine stages. Precise models are dif cult to construct for mixed modes because entropy waves are dissipated by turbulent mixing much faster than acoustic waves in their travel from the combustion zone to the turbine. Evaluating this dissipation is complicated [148] because it depends on the ow details within the combustor [145] . Entropy waves are often dissipated too fast to feed mixed modes ef ciently but this is not a general rule: for short chambers where the turbine is close to the injector, or for chambers where dilution jets can induce unsteady temperature uctuations when they mix with burnt gases, mixed modes can be observed. For example, Motheau et al. [124] showed that a mixed mode was responsible for a strong CI at a frequency that does not match any acoustic mode of the chamber in an aircraft con guration. An unstable cycle is displayed in Fig. 21 : the temperature eld shows how hot pockets of burnt gases are released behind the dilution jets and propagate toward the outlet nozzle where they create an upstream acoustic wave ( Fig. 22 ) . 
Hydrodynamic stability
Even though most of this review has focused on acoustic mechanisms controlling CI, purely hydrodynamic phenomena play an essential role too because they determine the ow sensitivity to acoustic forcing. Two aspects are especially relevant when discussing instabilities observed in gas turbine engines: (1) the effects of the temperature (or density) differences between fresh and burnt gases and of con nement in real engines and (2) the speci c instabilities due to swirl. Both issues are critical in real engines.
Density ratio effects
An important difference between laboratory experiments and real engines is the temperature of the inlet gases: in laboratory systems, it is usually of the order of 300 K while it is closer to 700 K or more in real gas turbines. This increase of inlet temperature does not lead to a comparable increase on the adiabatic ame temperature because of dissociations in the burnt gases so that the burnt gas temperature remains in the range 1500-2500 K. Moreover, engines often run leaner than laboratory test rigs so that the burnt gas temperature decreases. This implies that the density ratio between fresh and burnt gases ρ u / ρ b which is of the order or 6-8 in laboratory ames, decreases signi cantly in a real engine to values smaller than 3. This observation would be of limited importance if the hydrodynamic stability of shear layers with density gradients would not vary when ρ u / ρ b decreases. In practice, it does change signi cantly and shear layers with small values of ρ u / ρ b exhibit additional sinuous modes that are not observed in laboratory ames. A good example of such mechanisms was given by Emerson et al. [149] using experimental data and linear stability analysis of a ame stabilized behind a bluff body where the inlet temperature could be changed (using a vitiation system) to reach values of ρ u / ρ b as low as 2.
Emerson's results suggest that real engines may exhibit new hydrodynamic sinuous modes compared to usual laboratory ames. Once again, this also demonstrates the dif culty of studying CIs of real engines in laboratory set-ups where the conditions are very different: using large values of the density ratio ρ u / ρ b may simply lead us to ignore an unstable hydrodynamic mode that is important in a real engine.
A second speci city of real engines is the strong con nement effects compared with many laboratory experiments: this leads to ows that are more unstable than uncon ned ows and where absolute instabilities appear sooner [150] .
Global stability of swirling ows
Many natural hydrodynamic modes appear in swirled ows, with and without combustion. Among all helical, shear later disturbances of swirled ows, the most well known is the PVC (precessing vortex core) and it plays a role in many CIs. Experiments [15, [151] [152] [153] as well as LES [12, 14, 154, 155] showed that PVCs can trigger certain CI modes, disappear when the ame is ignited or appear only for certain ame positions. PVCs can even appear intermittently during CI.
The exact causality link between PVC and CI remains mysterious in most cases, however. Are PVCs a source of CIs or just a second-order phenomenon ? To investigate this question, an important tool is the hydrodynamic stability analysis of swirled ows with density changes. Like Emerson [149] , Terhaar et al. [16] proved that density variations play a strong role on the linear stability of a swirled ow. By forcing swirled ames using both experiments and linear stability analysis based on the mean ow pro les, Oberleithner et al. [153, 156] described how the ame reacts to forcing and saturates at large amplitudes, explaining the mechanisms that lead to the variations of Flame Describing Functions with amplitude. None of these experiments corresponds to self-excited CI but results demonstrate that linear stability analysis will play a strong role in the future for CI investigations.
Hysteresis and combustion instability induced bifurcations
Most approaches for CIs view them as small perturbations imposed on a xed mean ow. In reality, CIs can induce perturbations that are so large that the mean ow itself changes. This can occur in two ways:
• The level of perturbations can be large enough to create a pulsating ame which, if averaged over time, is quite different from the stable ame but returns to its stable state if the instability is controlled. A simple example was given in the bottom right images of Fig. 1 where mushroom-shaped vortices appear during CI but the ame returns to its stable position when the instability disappears.
• A more complex situation can be observed where a CI mode will trigger a full change of the mean ow state. This is observed in combustion systems that are prone to hysteresis mechanisms and exhibit multiple states for a xed regime: CI induced oscillations can force the ame to transition from one state to another. Flame ashback [157, 158] can be one manifestation of such an interaction between CI and mean ow.
This section discusses the second case, observed, for example, in the complex swirled ames found in gas turbines. It is well known that swirled ames can exhibit multiple stabilization states depending on small variations of geometry or of operating conditions [159] . However, even for a xed Fig. 23 . State change in a swirled laboratory ame due to a variation of inlet temperature T in [163] . Left ( T in = 570 K): the ORZ (outer recirculation zone) contains cold gases. Right ( T in = 660 K): the ORZ contains burnt gases. geometry and for xed operating conditions, swirled ames can sometimes exhibit different shapes depending on the ame history. Hysteresis is commonly observed and one of the phenomena that can control the transition between the various states is CI: swirling ames are especially sensitive to hysteresis [160] because the recirculation zones (either the central recirculation zone (CRZ) or the outer recirculation zones (ORZ)) on which the ame stabilizes can contain cold or burnt gases, leading to (at least) two different stable states. Huang and Yang [161, 162] performed an LES of the dump-stabilized ame of Seo [163] where ORZ contain fresh or burnt gases depending on the inlet air temperature. They showed that the transition from a ame where the ORZ is cold (left image in Fig. 23 ) to a ame where the ORZ is hot (right image in Fig. 23 ) was due to the increased ame speed induced by the higher inlet temperature.
No hysteresis is observed here (the transition takes place because the inlet temperature is changed) but similar state changes can also occur for the same regime, leading to hysteresis if CIs occur: Hermeth et al. [164] used LES to demonstrate that a turbine burner (typical of large power gas turbine systems, Fig. 24 ) installed in an octogonal laboratory chamber at Ansaldo Energia S.p.A can exhibit two stable states for one xed regime and that CI can trigger a transition from one to the other.
Depending on the ame initialization strategies, the LES of Hermeth et al. [164] leads to two states. The topology of both states ( Detached and Attached ) can be visualized by plotting an isosurface of temperature ( T /T mean = 1 . 3 , Fig. 25 ). The isosurface is colored by the normalized axial velocity. Velocities are non-dimensionalized by the bulk velocity. In the Attached state ( Fig. 25 left) , the CRZ is ignited, it contains burnt gases and the ame is stabilized on the central hub of the burner. In the Detached state ( Fig. 25 right) , the CRZ is not ignited and the ame is stabilized only by the ORZ, leading to a longer ame, weakly stabilized. Of course, temperature pro les for both states are totally different as shown in Fig. 26 right. Obviously, NOx emissions would also be vastly different.
In practice, experimentalists know that these two states exist, even though it is quite dif cult to perform measurements in these large chambers. This transition can be triggered by any small change in operating conditions, by turbulent uctuations or as tested by Hermeth et al. [164] , by acoustic waves. This acoustic forcing may be due to a self-excited CI mode or to external forcing: Hermeth et al. [164] forced the air inlet of the combustor at various frequencies and amplitudes to investigate the response of the combustor state to acoustic waves.
In the absence of forcing, both states can be maintained for very long times. When acoustic forcing is applied, the Attached state is the most stable: even high levels of forcing cannot lead to a quenching of the ORZ and a transition to the Detached state as shown by the bifurcation diagram in Fig. 26 left. The Detached state, however, is sensitive to acoustic waves and if the burner is forced acoustically (at a frequency of the order of a few hundred Hz), the ame starts oscillating, invading the CRZ and nally stabilizing in the Attached state as shown by Fig. 27 . This is obtained only for sufciently high pulsation amplitudes (at least 15% of the mean velocity) ( Fig. 26 left) . At low forcing amplitudes, the Detached state only oscillates around its mean position.
UQ (Uncertainty Quanti cation) for combustion instabilities
An additional dif culty to predict CIs is the effect of uncertain parameters: most CI codes provide a bi-modal answer (yes or no) to the question 'is this burner stable or not?' A major question is then to know how robust this answer is to uncertainties, in other words to determine the probability that a mode will be stable or not, taking into account the uncertainties on input parameters. CIs are sensitive to many parameters that have unknown values or are even not identied: fuel composition, geometrical changes (due to manufacturing tolerances but also to wear-out phenomena during operation), air temperature, fuel spray characteristics, wall temperatures. The swirling ows used in most gas turbines are very sensitive [142, 165, 166] : a minute change of geometry in a swirler is suf cient for combustion to bifurcate from a stable quiet regime to an unstable one destroying the combustor in a few minutes. For solid rocket engines, out of ten (supposedly) identical engines, eight can be stable during tests and two unstable: identifying the source of this variation is a critical and challenging question. In the context of the introduction of alternative fuels (bio fuels for example or mixtures of gases) in combustors, UQ becomes mandatory: is it possible that by changing slightly the fuel composition or by mixing two fuels, a stable combustor might become unstable?
The UQ problem also extends to the simulation tools themselves and puts a new constraint on them: it is not enough to predict the stability map of a given combustor (the domain where this combustor can be operated safely) any more, it is also necessary to determine the precision associated to this prediction. Uncertainty sources are linked not only to physical parameters (geometry, regimes, impedances) but also to modeling issues (mesh size, numerical scheme accuracy, multiplicity of sub-models). The rst dif culty to apply UQ tools to thermoacoustics is the large number of uncertain parameters that must be included: numerical parameters (mesh, physical submodels, boundary conditions) as well as physical parameters (geometry, chemistry, impedances). The well-known 'curse of dimensionality' (i.e. the fact that too many parameters are uncertain) hits the eld of thermoacoustics directly because most simulation tools ( Fig. 4 ) are expensive and cannot be run when too many input parameters have to be changed. For LES, this will probably be impossible for a long time. For TA codes, this is easier to imagine and certain tests show the bene ts of this exercise: a proper approach to demonstrate the expected results of UQ for CI is to replace 3D solvers by a surrogate model.
For azimuthal modes discussed in Section 3 , a good surrogate model for TA codes is the theoretical approach presented in Section 3.2 . Since this model provides a fully analytical expression of the mode frequencies ( Eq. (12) ), it can be run for multiple input parameters at low cost. This was done recently for an annular chamber, with a single plenum and 19 burners [167] . The parameters that were supposed to be uncertain are the 38 parameters n i and τ i of the 19 burners. All other parameters were supposed to be xed. Even for this reduced set of uncertain input parameters, a 38 dimension space is still a very large one and an active subspace method [168] was used to reduce this dimension before using UQ analysis. A typical result is displayed in Fig. 28 : all burners are supposed to be submitted to independent uctuations of 5% on n i and 10% on τ i which are typical of experimental uncertainties on FTFs (Dr D. Durox, private communication). A Monte Carlo method using 10000 samples was used to build the pdf of the mode growth rate and, from this value, measure the probability that the mode would be stable or not. The deterministic value (white square in Fig. 28 ) predicts stability. The UQ analysis, on the other hand, shows a wide pdf with unstable samples. Changing n i 's and τ i 's by only 5% and 10% leads to a wide range of growth rates, from −35˜s −1 to +15˜s −1 and an overall probability of instability of 39%. It is a sobering observation indicating that small uncertainties on input data of the stability analysis (the 38 values used for n i and on τ i 's) can lead to a result that is almost useless: the deterministic result predicts stability but this result has a 40% probability to be wrong. Fig. 28 . UQ analysis of the growth rate of the rst azimuthal mode vs real frequency in an annular chamber taking into account a 10% uncertainty on the 38 input parameters ( n i and τ i for each burner).
Conclusions
Real engines offer an immense eld of investigation for combustion instabilities because their complexity reveals mechanisms that cannot be captured in academic laboratory set-ups. This review has focused on a few questions that are speci c to gas turbine engines such as the effects of heat losses, of ame bifurcations or of azimuthal modes that can be found only in annular chambers. Paradoxically, as the complexity of the con guration increases when real engines are considered, this review shows that the importance of theory increases: linear stability analysis of swirled ows, acoustic network descriptions of azimuthal modes, uncertainty quanti cations and symmetry breaking are mandatory notions to tackle instabilities in real engines. Of course, LES has changed the eld by allowing high-delity computations of real engines but LES alone cannot solve the overarching problem in this domain: understand CI to control them. This can be achieved only by combining LES results with careful experiments, theory and eld data.
